The chemical property and biological function of a protein is a direct consequence of its primary structure. Several algorithms have been developed which determine alignment and similarity of primary protein sequences. However, character based similarity cannot provide insight into the structural aspects of a protein. We present a method based on spectral similarity to compare subsequences of amino acids that behave similarly but are not aligned well by considering amino acids as mere characters. This approach finds a similarity score between sequences based on any given attribute, like hydrophobicity of amino acids, on the basis of spectral information after partial conversion to the frequency domain.
Background
Comparison and alignment of primary structures has become the prime tool for protein sequence analysis [1] . Comparative analysis of primary structures of amino acids can reveal useful information regarding the structure and function of proteins. Many algorithms therefore have been developed and databases designed to search for similar proteins, but most of them are based on charactermatching techniques. In this technique, the amino acids are considered to be distinct characters.
However, there are certain limitations of character based similarity measure approaches that cannot allow insights in the structural aspects of the protein. Though two sequences with a high character based similarity are expected to depict similar structures and show close biological functions, the reverse is not always true. Instances have been found where structurally closely related sequences do not provide good character based similarity measure [2] . Two protein sequences with low sequential identity may show similarities in their physiochemical properties, tertiary structure and biological activities. There could be many reasons for this observation. The one most widely hypothesized is that nature sometimes retains the biological functions but changes the amino acids as the protein evolves. Also, most of the times, researchers are interested in the active site of the protein, and not its overall backbone structure. The active site may occupy just a small part of the overall protein, therefore it is important to capture the structure and local variations in properties of amino acids at a certain location. Overall similarity score based on character matching may not be able to capture the local similarities, particularly if the amino acids differ in the location but provide similar overall structure.
Many algorithms have been developed based on character based similarity, though differing in their approaches. BLAST attempts to fragment protein sequences and establishes matches between them using substitution matrices for thresholds. PSI-BLAST [3] , an extension to BLAST [4, 5] , uses similarity matrices (called profiles) based on specificity of position of an amino acid, and is probably the most widely used sequence similarity tool. All BLAST algorithms are based on consideration of sequences as long strings of alphabets. In addition, various heuristics are employed based on biological observations as extensions to purely character based approaches. Similarly, FASTA [6] algorithms using optimized gap penalties are used to find homologous sequences from protein databases. SSearch [7] engine implements Smith-Waterman [8] algorithm, an extension to the N-W algorithm [9] for establishment of protein similarity. PRIDE [10] establishes similarity score by considering C α -C α distances between residues separated within a threshold of amino acids. An interesting holistic approach to protein alignment developed by Taylor and Orengo [2] present an algorithm that considers structural aspects inducing hydrogen bonding like solvent exposure, torsion angle apart from the traditional character based methods, and does indeed presents appreciable alignments for proteins with low sequence similarity. Tonges et al. [11] presents a general method for sequence alignment based on conventional dynamic programming and building of secondary matrices by their results. However, it works best for highly homologous sequences and therefore is of not much use for less homologous sequences. Double dynamic programming approach, an interesting extension to the N-W [9] algorithm is used to increase the accuracy in multiple sequence alignment by Tailor et al. [12] . T-Coffee [13] also shows appreciable enhancement in accuracy over traditional alignment methods by prearchiving of alignment information. CHAIN [14] uses monte carlo optimization of a hidden markov model to establish gapped alignment of primary structures. A whole range of CLUSTAL [15, 16] softwares are available for protein alignment customized for specific needs and available resources. Further, machine learning approaches [17] have been used to improve the similarity searches. Pearson [18] and Shpaer et al. [19] provide an extensive review and comparison of the existing tools for searching primary protein sequence databases. However, the algorithms fail to extract subse- quences that are not identical in characters but share common secondary structure. In all of the above, similarity is very closely related to identity except while incorporating discrete properties like acidic, basic, aromatic to which an aligned amino acid may belong to.
Non character based approaches to establish similarity between polypeptides have also been tried with limited success like by capturing the repetitions of amino acids by considering sequences in the frequency domain using the acclaimed Fast Fourier Transformation [20] [21] [22] . Various repeats in the protein sequences can be adequately captured by using FFT and its various versions, but we lose the sequence information in such attempts.
Most of the algorithms for similarity detection are primarily alignment tools and are based on string managements of protein sequences that are considered as words of 20 characters. The algorithm presented here attempts to remove this limitation by considering the properties of the amino acids and also their variation directly during matching of sequences. Our approach is inspired by a few recent researches in the field of music retrieval and the commercial success of Music Database and Retrieval Systems [23] (MDR) based on the Spectral Analysis of audio signals. We have attempted to use the ideas in the field advantageously along with the traditional methods to adapt to protein sequence similarity estimation. Since the MDRs have been commercialized, new algorithms and heuristics may not be available in the public domain. The developed algorithm is capable of evaluating similarity based on any or a combination of the 256 attributes listed down in the AA index database [24, 25] and is intended to detect local variations in the property in the sequence along with global alignment. We present this method as an extension to traditional character based matching algorithm.
Results
The algorithm was coded, with S z and F kept as variable parameters. A single property, i.e. hydrophobicity [26] was taken as the property, F is kept more than twice the S z so that no information is lost while the neighborhood around the highest peak is considered. β p , the penalty factor can be changed to accommodate the parameters and can be tuned to consider the 'not so similar' segments in the sequences. The threshold for selection of subsequences of size 8 amino acids with β = 2.5, was kept as a function of the actual character identities in the subsequences. The threshold t was taken as SSS < = 3.5 -n * 0.4, so that if there is no character identity, subsequence matches with SSS < = 3.5 were looked for. This non-fixed threshold function was evolved as matchings with high character identity did produce low matches, but the "interesting" matches are typically the ones with low identity of amino acids. A detailed analysis of the matching presents subsequences that are alphabetically dissimilar, and are therefore not detected by traditional algorithms, but share common 3D structures.
Various branches of the evolutionary tree of Human
Kinome [27] were generated by tree-generating algorithm, after finding the distance measure for various kinases. As an illustration, when closely related kinases (with Swiss-Prot accession no. in brackets), PAK4 (O96013), PAK5 (O95547), PAK6 (Q9NQU5) and a distant neighbor PLK1 (SwissProt acc.no: P53350) are run through the automation of the algorithm, expected results are obtained (see table 2 ). This establishes the global alignment capability which is due to the Dynamic Programming Algorithm. Similarly evolutionary relationships were found for the PKC series of human kinases (see table 3 ) with F doubled. The global alignment capability does not seem to be dependent on the F measure significantly. 2. PKCd (pdbid [28, 29] (accession number in the Protein Data Bank [28] ): 1bdy) and PKCe (pdbid: 1GMI) (BLAST identity 40%, similarity 57%) human kinases are considered as evolutionarily similar but do not produce close alignments (GAP 55.472%, SSS .7149). The algorithm was able to identify many subsequences that are not identical but share close secondary structure similarity. Results are tabulated in table 4 alongwith the alignment found in BLAST. Also, results are compared with those of Smith-Waterman algorithm [8] , using the standard software called SSearch [7] . In both the cases, it was seen that SSS was able to identify subsequences that are alphabetically dissimilar but gives low SSS scores, but are structurally similar. The value of segment size S z was kept 8 and F 16. The tertiary structures of the subsequences within the threshold were found to be closely similar using Swiss pdbviewer (SPBDV) [30, 31] . The references of the figure showing alignments are given in each row in table 4. The alignments shown is between the subsequences by a simple "Magic Fit" in SPDBV using the actual pdb files of the proteins, and most of the fits obtained for SSS within the threshold validate our results. Therefore, it is possible that even when the subsequences have complete identity, they may theoretically not fit at all in the actual protein owing to the non-alignment of other regions.
PKCd and PKCe, though share a similar fold, do not superimpose well using SPDBV but our experiments suggest that the subsequences picked up by SSS within the threshold do produce good fits with low rms (root mean square) value apart from their similarity in the secondary structure (also shown in the table 4). Figure 4 shows the fits obtained using SPDBV for subsequences that were picked by the algorithm with the exception of Figure 6 which reported a high SSS value, and also has reported a high rms value during pdb fitting. Matches found with high character identity are not shown in the table, but in general their SSS value is lower which is taken care of by the threshold. This demonstrates that the algorithm's ability to pick non identical subsequences if they are similar in their tertiary structure. The accounting of subsequences through SSS that are found below threshold would increase the BLAST similarity score by more than 10% in this particular example and more than 5% in most other protein pairs. However, the potency of the algorithm essentially remains in capturing "interesting" subsequences and not perse at global alignment.
3. SSS consistently was found to capture subsequences with similar secondary structures, and most of the times with similar tertiary structures purely by the primary structure. In xyna-psefl (pdbid: 1clx) and xynz-clotm chain A (pdbid: 1xyz) we found interestingly subsequences that do not get aligned in BLAST but still show similar tertiary structures using the algorithm. Table 6 shows subsequences that are not aligned in BLAST and do not share sequential similarity but are similar in tertiary structures as seen through their pdb coordinates. Similar conclusions can be drawn by comparison with the results obtained by Smith-Waterman algorithm. SSearch engine was used for comparative analysis. This strongly suggests the potency of the algorithm to even find non aligned subsequences that are structurally similar and renders SSS as a useful test after traditional alignment algorithms. This seems to be a result of the inadequacy of the simplistic dynamic programming approach compared to BLAST which is a better alignment tool, but depicts that SSS with better alignment tools as an abstraction (like the way dynamic programming is used as a wrapper) can be used effectively for finding alignments between proteins where homology is not detected using traditional algorithms. 4. The algorithm was run on xyna-theau (pdbid: 1gor) and xynz-clotm chain A (pdbid: 1xyz) and compared with the results from BLAST. Subsequences that were found to be matching with large distance values (meaning that the similarity is not very high, but reported in the matching segments) were looked for their secondary structures. Appreciable similarity in secondary structures were reported though alignment was not perfect (see table 5 ). Figures 5 shows the fits obtained for the individual subsequences picked by the SSS using SPDBV. Xyna-theau and xynz-clotm are abound in H (Helix), but the algorithm is able to catch the subsequences where for short duration β strands were located within two bends and align them with a similar stretch in the other sequence. It must be considered, that interesting results may be expected by the algorithm (and those not expected from character based alignment) only when the distance value D is not very small, and a micro analysis of the matching segments may produce results that are unobtainable otherwise.
5.
xyna-theau (pdbid: 1gor) and xyna-strli (pdbid: 1eov) when run over by the algorithm also produced subsequences that were dissimilar in characters but highly similar in their overall structure. In Table 7 , subsequences 3 and 4 were completely dissimilar sequences but were obtained by the algorithm and were found to be very similar in their tertiary structure with very low rms values.
Both the subsequences produce α helical structures.
This illustrates the chief advantage of the algorithm, wherein not only direct character alignment but similarity between subsequences is captured. Analysis in the spectral domain after conversion to an orthogonal plane of property using FFT allows SSS to establish similarity where traditional character based algorithm may not succeed. This holds true for BLAST and many other algorithms based on a similar approach. Though, essentially SSS is suited for detailed analysis of sequences in a locality and can be wrapped over by other global alignment tools (like N-W dynamic programming or BLAST), but within the locality As has been demonstrated in the results, local variation of a group of properties can also have an effect on determining the structural and functional properties of the protein in a locality. Therefore, it scores over even Smith-Waterman [8] in the cases where alphabetical similarity is either low or does not exist. Further, any purely character based similarity approach cannot capture the local variation of multiple properties in a local region. If two subsequences register an appreciably low SSS score, and are sequentially different, it depicts the local variation of property (here hydrophobic effect for residue burial) to be similar in both the subsequences, which might be of interest to the analyst. Taking a greater frequency component (F being doubled) and subsequent analysis at such locations might give useful insight into the similarity pattern where character matching is not evident. The flexibility to use the algorithm with a healthy compromise between the frequency and position offers another advantage of the developed algorithm. Further, other properties like α helical propensity, β strand propensity may be used in conjunction with hydrophobicity as different property planes.
Conclusion
We present a novel method to establish similarity between two amino acid sequences that goes further than the conventional character based similarity approaches and purely frequency based similarity approaches based Hydrophobicity Profiles generated before preprocessing for PAK4 & PAK5 Figure 1 Hydrophobicity Profiles generated before preprocessing for PAK4 & PAK5. Hydrophobicity profiles of the sequences of kinases PAK4 and PAK5 generated by substituting the amino acid characters with their respective property value (hydrophobicity values given in table 1). The two sequences are known to be closely similar. These profiles would subsequently be divided in equal segments and the neighborhood around the maximum peak in each segment would be converted to an orthogonal plane using Fast Fourier Transformation.
Preprocessing of Inputs in a single property plane Figure 2 Preprocessing of Inputs in a single property plane. The property profile of one of the input sequences in a plane is subjected to segmentation of equal sizes. Maximum peak in each segmented is identified by simple comparison of the heights of the peaks and the a neighborhood of size F around the position containing the peak is taken. Each neighborhood is then collectively subjected to fourier transformation. This preprocessing is implemented in each plane of the property profile. Programming. The method used is a version of the N-W Algorithm. A penalty of β is imposed on each non matching of segments while for an accepted match the distance score is increased by the dissimilarity measure between the segments. A matching is defined as an ordered map between the two ordered sets of segments. on repetitions of amino acids. The algorithm derives its inspiration from spectral similarity approaches employed successfully in music database retrieval systems and attempts to establish similarity based on the Spectral Similarity Score on any general attribute of amino acids. We have demonstrated that the approach is capable of picking subsequences of amino acids as similar though they may not be identical in nature. Further, tertiary structures of these picked subsequences have shown appreciable similarity and fit, though the overall structure of the protein may not fit well. This demonstrates that the algorithm is capable of establishing similarity in tertiary structure purely by processing primary structures even when the primary subsequences do not match well. Further, as SSS is able to find even subsequences that do not align through BLAST or SSsearch but are nevertheless similar, it can be used as a useful tool after operation by traditional alignment algorithms. Further, SSS without dynamic programming can be used to pick a subsequence of interest 3D matching for xyna-psefl xynz-clotm using SPDBV magic fit 
Matching of segments using dynamic programming
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from a corpus of subsequences that alignment algorithms would fail to achieve.
A distinct advantage of the algorithm is its ability to detect subsequences that are not similar in characters but in the property under consideration, and even in the profile of the local variation of the property in a localized region. Therefore, it is able to establish similarity in those subsequences where character based similarity is not possible to establish. The algorithm is flexible and allows alteration of size of subsequences as powers of 2. If FFT is replaced by other fourier transformation algorithm (at the cost of time complexity) then this constraint on the size of the subsequence may also be eliminated. Another advantage of the algorithm is its ability to encode any property of the amino acids as given in the AAindex database. Therefore different indices may be used in different contexts to establish similarity in function, fold, structural, or evolutionary or superfamily relationships. These indices may be normalized to compare the results from different indices. Further, multiple properties may be handled at a time either by generating property profiles in different planes or by creating a new property as a linear combination of multiple properties. Effects of such extensions are currently being explored.
The Dynamic Programming approach can be replaced by other approaches used in character based similarity establishment with suitable modifications. Smith-Waterman algorithm performs an exhaustive search of all possible gapped alignments between a pair of sequences using a set of scoring parameters, and therefore can be used more effectively with SSS. It is noteworthy, that though there are frequency conversion mechanisms other than FFT, but the latter is a linear time algorithm and is therefore, faster. If Smith-Waterman algorithm is used as a wrapper for an exhaustive search of gapped alignments (here, SSS similarity alignments), usage of FFT would become critically important. Penalty, windowing and normalization parameters may be further tuned to get better depth in the results. Histograms can be generated for a better visualization of similarity and to avoid detailed analysis of the SSS results. Color coding of alignment, as done in BLAST, can be employed and algorithms used in MDR may be used in filtering and linearity enforcing. This approach, we believe, can be used in many fields in bioinformatics to 
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: . . . . MV R D F K QR establish similarity. This algorithm can be effectively used to find similarity in genomes after suitable estimation of the parameters, and can also be used to find similarities in the 3-dimensional structures of proteins by using variations in relatively accessible surface areas of proteins.
Methods
The focus of the SSS algorithm is to capture subsequences in amino acid sequences that are not similar on alphabetical scale, but are similar on some property(s) scale of which a choice can be made during the course of the algorithm. SSS involves preprocessing of the primary structure, and conversion to the frequency domain followed by matching and estimation of the similarity score.
Preprocessing of inputs
The algorithm intends to find the similarity measure based on any general attribute of the amino acid. Therefore, the amino acid in the input sequence is replaced with its attribute measure, such as the hydrophobicity [26] value. This generates a property profile of the protein in one dimension, which is a sequence of floating point numbers of length equal to the number of amino acids in the protein. If more than one property is to be considered simultaneously, then the property profile is a multi dimensional sequence.
Formally, for a protein Pr of size n (number of amino acids) let the p properties considered be {P 1 , P 2 ,..., P p }. Let function P p (n) give the property value of type P p of the amino acid at position n in protein Pr. Then the property profile of Pr is designed as
The sequences of floating point values thus generated is plotted with the position of amino acid as abscissa and its attribute measure as ordinate for each dimension p. The attribute is analogous to the amplitude of a time-varying non static signal, and the generated graph to the amplitude profile of the signal. Figure 1 describes the hydrophobicity profile of two closely related kinases PAK4 (Swiss-Prot [32] accession no: Q8N4E1) and PAK5 (Swiss-Prot accession no: O95547). Thereafter, the profile is segmented in equal segments of fixed length and the local maximum is found in each segment. The width of the segment would matter in the quality of results.
For each dimension p pertaining to property P p , let the sequence be divided in N equal segments denoted by s p,i where i ∈ {1, 2 ..., N} and size of each segment be S z . Also let the positions in each segment where local maximum was found be m p,i where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. The maxima is found within the segment in the abcissa by simply comparing the peaks of the property values, as represented in figure 2 .
The purport of identifying local maximum m p,i in each segment s p,i is to do away with bogus peaks in the neighborhood. It is assumed that an amino acid with the highest value of say, hydrophobicity would be able to influence the property of the protein the most in the vicinity. It should be noted that a local minima (instead of maxima) in each segment can also be considered for evaluation in the case where a lower value of the property determines the strength. For example, in the property considered here, the minima would mean the highest hydrophilicity. However, it is possible that the local maximum is not able to catch the property in a limited neighborhood, but that aspect is considered in the step that follows.
Conversion to frequency domain
Around each position m p,i a neighborhood of a size F is taken and converted to the frequency domain by using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm [33] [34] [35] . FFT is faster than other frequency conversion mechanisms and is a linear time algorithm rendering SSS faster [34] . This procedure constraints the value of F to a power of 2 (there are other ways with higher time order for fourier transformation that would not put this constraint on the value of F). The global alignment during matching is to be done for segments s p,i and not for individual amino acids. Positional information of the amino acids within a segment is not available after fourier transformation. Therefore, F can be used as a useful manoeuvering parameter while analysis of the alignment output.
The property profile PP on segmentation and fourier transformation generates a vector <v p,i >. We normalize each segment <v p,i > so that their mean is 0 and variance is 1. This procedure is conducted for each dimension p. For the two protein sequences to be compared, such two vectors are generated, of say size n and m.
Matching
We use Minimum distance matching method, a version of the Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm [9] . Let us surmise by considering two lists of vectors <x p,1 , x p,2 ,..., x p,n > and <y p,1 , y p,2 , ..., y p,m > respectively. Let e p,i,j be the mean square distance between x p,i and y p,j . The mean square distance describes the extent of dissimilarity between the two complex frequency vectors. and minimum distance between X a and Y b can be calculated by finding the minimum over M p,k . In effect, a penalty of β p is imposed on each non-matching vector, while the dissimilarity measure (msd) is imposed on those which are matching.
The distance measure between the two sequences can be found by using a dynamic programming approach [36] employing a recursive strategy as shown in figure 3 .
We determine the optimal matching set M p,k which gives the most optimal distance using dynamic programming approach. The optimal matching for all properties is a simple summation of optimal matching for all p dimensions. Therefore, after normalization gives us the Spectral Similarity Score (SSS). Note that the focus of the method is to capture the "interesting" subsequences with similarity in structure, but may not be similar in the alphabetical plane. Hence, this dynamic programming algorithm, which is not the chief concern of the method, can well be replaced suitably by any other matching algorithm for more accurate global alignment.
Time complexity analysis
The time order of an algorithm refered by O is defined as the number of operations required as an order of the input size of data. The preprocessing of inputs to replace with attribute amplitudes, and subsequently to identify local maximae in segments is O(n), while identifying the neighborhood of size F takes O(n) time for n residues. Matching set can also be found in linear time over the number of segments m.
If the algorithm is implemented in a database, and queried for fixed values of F and segment size, then for a database of size n the time required is approximated to O(np), or linear in time for p properties considered at a time.
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